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Hello Patrons!

I’ve switched almost entirely over to using my 
iPad and a note-taking app for all my GM stuff 
and it means that you’re going to get a ton of 
my handwritten notes from here on out. At 
least for the forseeable future, anyway. Con-
tained within is all my GM prep for the current 
arc of Court of Swords (here we come, Episode 
100) and for the upcoming arc of Far Verona. 
End of the year, start of the new! 

Thank you so much for your support, and wel-
come to Issue 28 of the GM’s Notebook.

Adam Koebel 
RollPlay GM
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FAR 
VERONA
GM Prep
Episode 20+

POST-MISSION SHIP RELATED 
INTERSTITIAL

A lot of this is going to need a flash update after the end of the current mission, 
but here’s basically what I have in mind.

 × the arrest of the ship’s ACRE rep (by Nomi and co. of course)
 × Yancy rewards or admonishes the group unfairly based on his preferences
 × another Verona-related incident
 × Figure out what happens to the Emira and introduce Bronze’s new character
 × Richter Ari and Gabriel have a conversation about his place on the crew
 × Worried conversation with Cecilia (she wants a leave of absence to go home to 

Diomikato)
 × More weird weeaboo bullshit from everyone’s favourite fan-service NPC (Nicola 

is very excited about the Week of Shadows on Prime)

3.
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//the mission 
briefing//

THE MISSION

Type: Investigation

Target: the Imperial Nobility or their Assets

Crime: prevention of corruption (influence for Crux)

Location: Imperial Prime, Eridanus sector

When FacTurn: After the denouncement of ACRE by House Crux, before 
the assault by the ACRE Space Marines on Diomikato.

WhenIRL: Late May, 3200 (the Week of Shadows*)

*a week of somber recognition and mourning celebrating the 
beginning of the rule of the Masked Emperox and the end of the 
reign of the Blood Eagle - sacred particularly to House Lyra but 
enforced throughout Imperial Prime.

 × Candle lighting ceremonies
 × Remembrances of the dead
 × Sacrifices (not human, though)
 × Fasting and Feasting
 × A week-long ongoing performance of Imperial Dirges
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THEMES

CONCEPT

COMPLICATION

Loyalty (house vs. family vs. friends / empire vs. corporate)

Imperial Opulence

The PCs on behalf of the ship have to back someone in a local power struggle, but 
House Crux hasn’t decided who - they’re there to get intelligence and pass it to 
Yancy along with their suggestions. The options have to be connected to the STO / 
Imperial conflict and the recent ACRE denouncement. 

Someone is being appointed to an important Imperial Post, and House Crux gets 
a vote on who they want to back, the PCs are here to do some facetime due dili-
gence. This person may have some important influence and want to remember their 
friends in House Crux after the fact.

After they choose who to back, someone accuses that person of being in the pock-
et of the Corporates - essentially accusing them of conspiracy to commit treason. 
Now the PCs have to decide what to do about that.

At some point, when a Noble PC offends someone, they’re challenged to a duel.

If things get really heated, some of the Nobles present aren’t above hiring an assas-
sin or a Deathless ship or something to deal with the Crux meddlers.
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One of the NPCs is going to get Crux backing (and as a result, win the position 
because the PCs here are fundamentally choosing) to become Comptroller of 
Imperial Corporate Oversight, a recently created title made by House Eridanus as a 
response to the increasingly brazen efforts of the so-called Sector Trade Organiza-
tion.

THE POSITION AT HAND

PRESSURE

Booker: familial pressure, suspicion that someone might be crimes, 
duty to the crew and the ship, following orders, etc.

Nomi: house politics, duty to Serpens, to the ship, Yancy, House 
Crux, personal ambition

Father Gabriel: loyalty to the Church, to “the Empire” weeding out ene-
mies of the realm, his reliance on Trilliant 

TBD: ???
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE

THE CHOICES
Augur Iuris Fornax Burrel Violet (she/her), a conservative, who believes the STO 
are uppity serfs and little else.

 × Rich as fuck
 × Expert in interplanetary maritime law
 × Moonlights as a defence lawyer for particularly rich pirates

Liege-Economist Δ Thomasson Ximo (they/them), a moderate, who believes we 
can all work together for the good of humanity

 × a member of the Church of Humanity, Repentant
 × deep seated belief that math is more reliable than emotion
 × secretly wants the position to test an illegal economic experiment inside ACRE

Rasul Vela Outtridge Amin (he/him), a liberal, who believes the corporations repre-
sent a growing power that should be tended

 × reliant on Trilliant life-extension for continued living
 × regular and generous donor to the High Church
 × conscientious objector to the whole “war on the synths” thing 

Aedile Aquila Tindall Kassandra (she/her), a dark horse candidate, who wants to 
eliminate the corporate charters altogether and return them to Imperial control 
(fired up by the presence of ACRE marines on Diomikato)

 × reliant on Trilliant life-extension for continued living
 × regular and generous donor to the High Church
 × conscientious objector to the whole “war on the synths” thing  

Quant Eridanus Alexander Espen (he/him), an Eridanus attache and liaison to the 
party

 × is an MES sufferer (low-level metapsionics)
 × lives off credit - owes a lot of people a lot of money but barely manages to 

handle it (lives well above his means)
 × caught up in an awkward love triangle

Yijun Nielsen (they/them), a PRISM Director of Influence, here to lobby on behalf of 
their corporation (and by extension the STO)

 × actually here to spy for the STO
 × has a history of pretty concerning posting habits re: the blood eagle under 

several pseudonyms
 × Formerly of House Serpens   
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EVENTS & OCCURRENCES

LOCATIONS

 × Meetings between the PCs and the representatives
 × Meetings between individual PCs and the reps
 × Meetings between the reps themselves
 × Psiball game?
 × A duel
 × Some kind of cultural observance - something off-putting that reinforces 

the sometimes strange nature of the Empire (the Week of Shadows)
 × A big dinner
 × A PRISM interview with the PCs
 × An unexpected call from a relative
 × A confrontation with the Circle of Lament
 × A CHR protest of The Week of Shadows

 × An art museum
 × The Imperial Throne
 × A memorial to the dead
 × The Synedrium Tower
 × Mausoleum of the Messiah
 × An Opera House
 × A mid-seizure ACRE facility
 × A large church
 × A Guild Quarantine Cube
 × The Orgone Pyramid / The Performance of the Sacred Dirge
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4
Court of Swords:

 Episode 
93+
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Court of Swords:

 Episode 94 
Notes
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Court of Swords:

 Episode 95 
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